
 

 

(TN52) Turkey & Lebanon 08 Nights 09 Days 
 

Day01 

 Upon arrival at Istanbul airport you will meet our representative at arrival Hall, holding your name card, Please 

introduce yourself to him, He will drive you Hotel . Which almost ½ an hour drive, depending on traffic conditions  
 

Istanbul 04 Nights 

Istanbul, the only city which joins the continents of Europe and Asia; located on both sides of the Bosphorus, unite 

and penetrate the East and West on the terms of culture, art and custom, Halic Bay (Golden Horn) a horn-shaped bay 

located on the European side of Istanbul is one of the most beautiful natural harbors in the world. 

   
It is Istanbul's endless offers of varieties that fascinate the visitors. The museums, churches, palaces, grand mosques, 

bazaars and sights of natural beauty seem innumerable. Reclining on the western shore of the Bosphorus at sunset 

contemplating the red evening light reflected in the windows of the opposite shore you may understand why so many 

centuries ago settlers chose to build on this remarkable site. The history of the city, which is known as the "Capital of 

the Empires", goes back to ages. The city was founded by the Megaras in A.D. 658 and was named Byzantium after 

their commander Byzas. It was developed very rapidly and turned into a large trade center, existed for hundreds of 

years as the capital of the Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman Empires.  

Today it has become Turkey's most important tourism, trade and industrial city with a population over 15 million in 
2019. The most beautiful historical assests of Istanbul are at the historical peninsula inside the city walls between the 

Marmara Sea and the Golden Horn. One could visit Istanbul for the shopping alone. The Kapali Carsi, or Covered 

Grand Bazaar, in the old city is the logical place to start with more than 4,000 shops. The Area called “Sultan Ahmet” 

which known for its Three glorious periods, Roman, Byzantine, and Ottoman, has most of the famous and historical 

sights of Istanbul are located in this area. Topkopi museum A Must See, surprises you with the glimpse of history and 

culture treasure, Topkapi formed in 400 years old Palace of Ottoman, still astonish you with wonders of history 
 

Sarnic Hotel 

Kucuk Ayasofya Caddesi No 26 3400 Sultanahmet Istanbul Turkey 

4 Star Tourist Class Historical Hotel 

                                                                  
Location: Central / Near Blue Mosque / Old City 

22 km to Istanbul Ataturk Airport 

04 Min Walk to Sultanahmet Mosque 

09 min Walk to Hagia Sophia Museum 

06 Min Walk to Near Bus / Tram Stop 

02 km / 30 min walk to Ferry port 

This hotel is located in the heart of Sultanahmet Area extreme close to Blue Mosque, Hippodrome and Obelisks, 

Topkapi Palace, Basilica Cistern and Grand Bazaar. The hotel's strategic location ensures that guests can quickly and 

easily reach most of the Tourist attractions by walk. The area is well surrounded by countless food outlets and 

restaurants. You get an Old traditional bazaar by few minute walk. Sultan Ahmet mosque is hardly 04 minute walk 



 

 

from hotel. Whilst the stunning Marmara sea and the famous fish restaurants area of Kumkapi are also within easy 

walking reach. Also 25 minute walk to Ferry port to get ferries for Asian Side of Istanbul by sea 

General 

This is a residential building turned into 05 floors traditional Turkish hotel. Sarnic Hotel is located in “Sultan Ahmet 

Area”, situated in a historical building offering a rooftop terrace with panoramic views of the Blue Mosque and 

Marmara Sea. The friendly staff and professional management with traditional Turkish hospitality will make you feel 

at home, hotel offers a dry cleaning service, babysitting & child services and a beauty salon. The best thing about this 

hotel is its location where you find almost all the historical attractions which Istanbul offers, at walking distance. 

Sarnic hotel is a good choice for travelers who wants to stay close to most of the tourist attractions Istanbul offers, 

Another property runs by same hotel is “Sarnic Premier” it is a sister property of Sarnic hotel right next to it, which is 

a deluxe hotel, only that Sarnic is less glamorous than Sarnic Premier hotel. Beside its 05 floors and good porter 

service Hotel offer No Lifts. 

Room 

The well-equipped medium size rooms at the Sarnic Hotel have a private bathroom, a flat screen TV and cable 

satellite channels. Amenities featured in the rooms include a mini bar, a refrigerator and a hair dryer. Standard 

inclusions to the en suite washroom are towels and a shower. Some rooms have No Windows. 

Restaurant 

The Sarnic Hotel Istanbul's on site restaurant offers a variety of delicious meals to enjoy. Ottoman and Turkish dishes 

are available in the restaurant or on the terrace. For those wishing to dine out, there are a variety of dining options a 

short stroll from the hotel 

Bedroom: Total Number of Rooms: 21 

Room Facilities 

Connection for Laptop, Air Condition, Satellite Television, in-House Movies, Radio, Direct Dial Phone, Mini Bar, 

Hairdryer, Wake-Up Call, Voltage 220v 

Hotel Facilities 

Medium size Lobby, Earliest Check-in at 14:00, Lifts, Porterage & Room Service 24 Hour, Outdoor Pool, 05 Floors, 

Solarium, Gym, Sauna, Shops, Beauty Parlor, Car Rental, Baby Sitting, Laundry, Business Centre, Access for Disable 

Rest of the day is free to explore the historical surroundings. 
 

Day02 

 After breakfast at your Hotel, Proceed to hotel lobby, from there your Driver/Guide will pick you for City tour. 

Half Day Istanbul Morning Tour: This half day tour takes us to the Blue Mosque, Hippodrome, St. Sophia and the 

Grand Bazaar, a great place for souvenir shopping. 

    
We begin from visit from to magnificent Byzantine church of St Aya Sophia, one of the finest architectural works in 

the world, this church has been nominated as the 8
th

 wonder of the world by many historians. Then continue to the 

Blue Mosque, one of the largest mosques in Istanbul. Dating back to the 17
th

 century, this is one of the principal 

adornments on the skyline of Istanbul and is also famous for its blue tiles and 6 minarets. We will also visit the 

Hippodrome, the former centre of sporting and political activities in Constantinople. During the visit you will be able 

to see the Obelisk from Egypt, the Serpentine Column from Delphi and the fountain of Willhelm II. Our final visit of 

the morning is to the Grand Bazaar, which in addition to its historical importance; is a bazaar that will tempt you with 

its rich collection of precious handmade carpets, jewelry, leather and souvenirs. This great bazaar contains 61 streets 

with more than 4000 shops 

Includes: Transport, entrance and guided tour of St. Sophia and the Blue Mosque 

Please note: The Grand Bazaar is closed on Sundays. St. Sophia is closed on Mondays - instead we visit the 



 

 

Underground Cistern. Your pick up time will be within 20 minutes of the time shown on your voucher. Our supplier 

will contact you at your hotel the day prior to the tour to reconfirm the actual pick up time. During your visit you will 

also visit a leather or carpet shop. 

On the Conclusion of tour you will be drive back to Hotel, rest of the day is free to spend on your own. 
 

Day 03 

After breakfast at your Hotel, Proceed to hotel lobby, from there Driver will pick you for full day Bursa tour. 

Bursa Tour    Departure Point:   Hotel Pick Up                 Start Time: 06.30         Duration: 14: 00 Hrs 

   
This Full Day Tour to Bursa, the first capital of the Ottoman Empire in 14

th
 century, makes the city an interesting 

historical and cultural destination out of Istanbul, this tour duration is approx 14 Hrs. 

The Tour 
The guests will be taken from hotels and dropped off to the Fast Ferry port area, with the assistance of our 

representative, their ferry tickets will be given to them, and after the ferry voyage guests will be met at the Mudanya 

area where the ferry docks, and will be taken by a vehicle (coach) from Mudanya to Bursa city center which takes 

around 15-20 minutes approximately, after the tour ends guests will follow the same route to go back to Istanbul and 

will be dropped at their hotels.  

Bursa  

The former ottoman capital located in Anatolia, It is the Fourth largest city in Turkey with over 1.8 million 

populations, Also known as 'emerald city' of Turkey, It is an ancient living city, its settlement can be as old as 5200 

BC. Bursa contains a rich and unmatched historical legacy.  

We visit the green mosque, the green mausoleum and the grand mosque. It takes its name from the green-blue tiles of 

interior. Exterior walls are covered with turquoise tiles. The interior of the tomb, sarcophagus and the Mihrab, the 

walls, the front door plated, made by tiles. The altar direction toward is Quibble is art work. Great Mountain (Uludag) 

with Natural Park; the ancient Mysian Olympus, is a mountain in Bursa Province, with an altitude of 2,543 m (8,343 

ft). It is a popular center for winter sports such as skiing, and a national park of rich flora and fauna. Summer 

activities, such as trekking, camping archery, also are popular.  

After lunch at a very nice 'kebap' restaurant, we visit the covered bazaar and old silk market, and then we take a cable 

car up Uludag Mountain for a magnificent panoramic view over bursa. After a short drive through the countryside 

surrounding Bursa, we arrive at one of the oldest Turkish villages, cumalikizik, where the oldest examples of the early 

ottoman civil architecture can be seen.  

Includes:  
Transportation by coach and ferry, two course lunch and transfer by cable-car to mount Uludag (depends upon 

availability and weather conditions) 

Please Note: 
If you are booking this tour in English your pick up time will be within 30 minutes of the time shown on your 

voucher. Our supplier will contact you at your hotel the day prior to the tour to reconfirm the actual pick up time. 

Cable Car does not operate on windy days, also from time to time cable car needs maintenance, If the cable car is 

under maintenance or in case there is a long queue for the cable car then the supplier takes the guests up to the skiing 

area by Bus or minivan without giving any notification to the guests. The supplier is liable to catch the ferry departure 

timing and so does not need to wait for the long cable car queues. Please note that the cable car goes up to the mid 

high level of the mountain and there is no snow, however, the bus / minivan takes them up to the skiing area where 

you can find snow without any supplement if the cable does not operate at that day  

Additional Information: This tour is operated in Air Conditioned Vehicles 

On the Conclusion of tour you will be drive back to Hotel. 



 

 

Day 04 

 After breakfast you are free till afternoon, from lobby Driver will pick you for Cable Car & Bosphorus tour . 

Cable Car & Bosphorus Cruise – Istanbul Duration: 04:00 Puck Up: Hotel Lobby 

                                                            
The Tour 

A leisurely cruise along the fabulous Bosphorus, starting near the Black Sea and taking us past Ottoman palaces, 

wooden 19th century waterfront mansions, modern pleasure palaces and fortresses. The perfect opportunity is for 

taking photographs along both shores of this fabled waterway. The arm of the Bosphorus is a natural harbour of the 

historical peninsula separating the old and the new parts of Istanbul where the first colonies settled during the 

Byzantine. The residential area is for Byzantine Jews, Italian traders and other non-Muslim minorities. It was named 

after the famous French writer Pierre Loti (1850- 1923), you will enjoy magnificent scenery of Golden Horn from the 

peak of this mountain and the city, after that you take a cable car drive for the hill, Cable Car is an enjoyable 

experience to try and see the total view of Golden Horn. A traditional excursion by boat along the waterway 

separating Europe and Asia The shore is lined with old wooden villas, palaces of marble, fortresses, and small fishing 

villages. During the excursion you will pass the magnificent Dolmabahçe Palace, and further along, the parks and 

imperial pavilions of Yildiz Palace. On the coastal edge of this park, is Ciragan Palace, 300 meters of is marble facade 

faces the shore. At Ortakoy a great variety of artists gather every Sunday to display their work along the street. 

Ortakoy is a symbol of various tolerance with existence of a church, a mosque and a synagogue located side by side 

since centuries, without any dispute 

Include:  

Tour Fees, transportation, guide, entrance fees as mentioned. 

Please note  

Tour is not provided to the hotels that are far from city center (Taksim), such as Polat Renaissance, Radisson Blu 

Airport, Holiday Inn Airport, Courtyard Marriott, Sheraton Atakoy, Sheraton Maslak, Movenpick Hotel, Edition 

Hotel, Crowne Plaza Asia Hotel (ex-Via Hotel), Marriott Asia, and Double Tree by Hilton Moda. 

On the Conclusion of tour you will be drive back to Hotel, rest of the day is free to spend on your own. 
 

Day 05 

 After Breakfast you are free till Driver comes to pick you, from Hotel Lobby, Please Check out the room before 

driver arrives, Proceed to Airport for departure to Beirut .  
 

Lebanon - Beirut 04 Nights 05 Days 
 

 Upon arrival you will meet our representative/Chauffeur at arrival Hall, holding your name card, Please 
introduce yourself to him, He will drive you to your Hotel .   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Beirut 

Lebanon declared independence in 1943 and Beirut became the first capital of the country, Beirut is one of the oldest 

cities in the world which is still livable & populated. Beirut is the largest city with main Sea Port of Lebanon with 

approximately population 400000 in city limits and around 02 million habitants including suburbs, the city is located 

on a peninsula at the midpoint of Lebanon's Mediterranean coast at the foot of the Lebanon Mountains. Beirut has 

deep roots in history and the known history goes back to 5000 years, it was a proud part of many civilizations 

including Phoenician, Greeks, Romans, Arabs, and Ottomans. It’s rich history still reflects in city’s infrastructure. 

Several pre historical buildings were found under the buildings of new Beirut in recent era and were saved using the 

most ultra-techniques.  

   
Beirut has been destroyed several times by earthquakes & natural disasters, faced great problems because of foreign 

rages and attacks by famous kings but after every such difficult time; Beirut rises up with more prosperity than before. 

In 1975 civil war broke out in Lebanon because of the presence of several foreign militant groups in Lebanon 

including PLO, Hizbollah, Syrian forces and Israeli Terrorist groups and for next 02 decades Beirut became one of the 

most dangerous city of region, with more than 60000 deaths in first 02 years of civil war. Since starting of new 

millennium things becoming better after the last Syrian troops left from Lebanon in 2005, Lebanon is reclaiming its 

tourist charm & position and getting tourist from all over the world, The city is considered a safe tourist spot again 

and chances of terrorism are minimal.  

   
Beirut is hot in Summer and mild in winter, Once again Beirut is safe and secure, it has a lot to offer to its visitors, the 

world famous Al Hamra Street, Casino de Lebanon, Ruins of Ballbeck, Grotto of Jeitta, the ancient city of Byblos are 

only few of them and includes in Must See list. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Mayflower Hotel  

Yafet Street, Hamra, 1103 Beirut, Lebanon 

03 Star Tourist Class Hotels 

   
Location: Down Town / Al Hamra Street 

10 km to Beirut Rafic Hariri Airport 

02 min walk to Al Hamra Street 

01 Minute walk to Coop Super Market 

07 Minutes’ walk to Scuba Station Beirut 

01 km from American University 

06 km to Beirut National Museum 

05 km to Beirut International Exhibition & Leisure Center 

This Hotel is centrally situated in the heart of Beirut down town near Al Hamra Street, it offers easy access to the all 

tourist attractions in Beirut and all over the Lebanon. The Hotel located in a narrow and congested road with hundreds 

of shops & dining outlet, because of being in Al Hamra area you get many money changers, restaurants & bars at 

walking distance, including high class shopping malls and food area 

General 

The Mayflower hotel is a medium rise old building, This 03 Star traditional hotel offers taste of Lebanese hospitality, 

Staff of the hotel available 24 hour, front desk assist with car rental and offer a ticket facility for local tourist 

attractions. This property has a Medium Sized Lobby & Feature Amenities like Business Center Meeting Room/ 

Conference Room, Wi-Fi in public Areas, offers round trip airport shuttle and Audio Equipment’s. Recreational 

amenities include outdoor swimming pool and a Bar Lounge. Additional property amenities include a rooftop terrace, 

a library, and valet parking. There is a market near by the hotel from there guest can also find their daily goods easily 

mostly couples like the location of the hotel. Public transport including taxis easily available at the hotel entrance 

Rooms 

All rooms at this hotel are simply comfortable and come with basic amenities, all rooms equipped with coffee/ Tea 

Makers, Climate Control, satellite TV and a DVD player. Certain rooms have an attached living space with a sofa. 

You may request for Iron / Ironing board in your room by contacting reception 

Restaurant 

There is an on-site restaurant located at the top of Building Features beautiful views of the city & serves traditional 

Lebanese cuisine. The other dining hall located at the lowest level of hotel which serves a delicious and worthy daily 

buffet breakfast until 10 am. 

Bed Rooms 

Total Number of Rooms: 84 

Room Facilities 

Air conditioned, Heating, Bathrobes, Hairdryer, Safety Deposit Box, Flat-screen TV, Coffee/Tea maker, Wi-Fi,  In-

room, Refrigerator, Mini Bar, Iron / Ironing board (on request), Few Rooms with Balcony, Voltage 220 v. 

Hotel Facilities 

Earliest check-in at 14:00, Porterage 24 hour, Mini-market, smoking area, Currency exchange, 24-hour front Desk, 

Fax/photocopying, Elevator, lift, Luggage storage, Concierge services, BBQ Facilities, Outdoor Furniture, Non 

Smoking Rooms, Car Hire, 03 Lifts.   

Rest of the day is Free to explore the surrounding on your own 

 

 



 

 

Day 06 

 After breakfast at your Hotel, Proceed to hotel lobby, from there Driver will pick you for a City tour. 

Half Day Beirut City Tour          Duration of Tour: 04:00 Hours  Pick & Drop Point Hotel Lobby  

     
Starting Point: Hotel Lobby  

Beirut is the capital and largest city of Lebanon with a population of over 24 Lacs (2.4 million approx.), Beirut is the 

city with a historical past. This city offers astonishing views and experiences Beirut´s history goes back more than 

5,000 years. The culture of Beirut has evolved under the influence of many civilizations and peoples, including 

Phoenician, Greeks, Romans, Arabs, and Ottomans.it is centrally located in the down town area Beirut conveys a 

sense of life and energy that is immediately apparent, you will pass by the Cornich, have a view over the Pigeon's 

Grotto, Twin Rocks of Raouché than visit downtown Beirut, as you discover the important religious & cultural sights 

observe how mosque & churches are present insight Beirut with a Muslim past, You will also visit the National 

Museum of Beirut which has an interesting collection of ancient pieces, covering about 60 centuries of history & this 

considered to be an important historical treasure house, Presenting Lebanon's long history at your very sight. 

Includes 

Transportation, entrance to the National Museum of Beirut and services of a local guide at the museum 

Please Note 

Your pick up time will be within 30 minutes of the time shown on your voucher; our supplier will contact you at your 

hotel the day prior to the tour to reconfirm the actual pick up time. Also Note that some part of this tour can be 

enjoyed by foot walk (Tramp) only, please be prepared for a walking during old city area visit. 

Additional Information:  

This tour is operated in Air Conditioned Vehicles. 

On the Conclusion of tour you will be drive back to Hotel, rest of the day is free to spend on your own. 

 

Day 07 

 After breakfast your guide / driver with meet you in hotel lobby, Proceed to full day tour of Astonishing Jeita 

Grotto, marvelous Harissa & Ancient city of Byblos 

Lebanon is one of most ancient regions of the world which are still alive and populated, it has lot to discover yet, 

travelling to Lebanon means travelling in wonders of past & present at a time, the tour to Jeita, Harrisa and Byblos 

give you opportunity to observe 03 most attractive faces of Lebanon at a single tour 

Jeita, Harissa & Byblos Tour                Duration: 08:00  Pick & Drop Point: Hotel Lobby 

     
Tour 

On this exciting trip you will visit amazing Jeita Grotto which is known as one of the oldest towns in the world & also 

known for its most stunning natural wonders. Jeita Grotto contains on two separate level caves located in same 



 

 

mountain, they are separate by two entrances but yet interconnected, these caves were discovered in the 19
th

 Century. 

The Upper cave contains lime stone deposits which turned these lime rocks into different wonderful shapes and 

design with impact of flowing water for hundreds of centuries, the lower Cave contains a river which channels inside 

the mountain and short boat ride in this river included in your tour 

   
After visit the statue of lady of Lebanon (Harissa) The shrine to “Our Lady of Harissa”, the nation’s patron saint, was 

erected in 1908 and has become one of the world’s most important shrines to the Virgin Mary and attracts millions of 

pilgrims and visitors each year which offers panoramic views similar to that of Rio de janeiro’s statue of Christ.  

At the end of the day visit Byblos which is also one of the oldest cities in the world. this around 7,000-year-old city is 

among the top archeological areas. Today a busy modern town, Byblos is home to a medieval Roman port, which is 

one of the city’s tourist hubs. Explore the historically preserved St. John's Church, and visit Byblos's fisherman's port, 

where Cadmous set sail to spread the first written alphabet. At the end of the day you will drive back to the hotel after 

a wonderful day. 

Please Note 

Your pick up time will be within 30 minutes of the time shown on your voucher; our supplier will contact you at your 

hotel the day prior to the tour to reconfirm the actual pick up time. 

Additional Information 
This tour is operated in Air-conditioned vehicles. 

On the Conclusion of tour you will be drive back to Hotel, rest of the day is free to spend on your own. 

 

Day 08  

 After breakfast your guide / driver with meet you in hotel lobby, Proceed to full day tour of Aanjar, Ksara & 

Ancient city of Baalbek 

Lebanon is one of most ancient regions of the world which are still alive and populated, it has lot to discover yet, 

travelling to Lebanon; means travelling in wonders of past & present at a time, the tour to Aanjar, Ksara & Anjar & 

Baalbek give you opportunity to observe 03 mesmerizing & ancient faces of Lebanon in a single day 

Baalbek, Ksara & Anjar Tour   Duration: 08:00  Pick & Drop Point: Hotel Lobby 

   
Tour 

On this tour you will visit the Baalbek the largest Nobel temple ever built in the world. The cities of Baalbek and 

Anjar are famous mainly for their superb, excellently preserved ancient sites, such as Heliopolis and the Umayyad 

Ruins. The fertile valley located towards east of Beirut contains many archeological wonders. The temple is also 

considered as one of Lebanon's greatest Roman treasures among the wonders of the ancient world. The Greeks 

identified the god of Baalbek with the Sun god and the city is called Heliopolis or City of the Sun. You will stop for 

lunch (lunch is under your own arrangement) before continuing. This tour also includes visit to the Ksara winery 



 

 

where you get to taste the very pleasant Lebanese wines and anis flavored Arak. This day tour also includes a visit to 

the unique eighth century Omayyad site of Anjar (or Aanjar).Your tour concludes at the recently excavated ruins of 

Anjar which dates back to the Umayyad-period and has been excavated only 40 years ago. You will return to Beirut 

having absorbed views of ancient archeological landmarks & learned how the Bekaa valley plays a key role in 

Lebanon’s economy today. 

Includes 

Transportation by air-conditioned coach, entrances to Baalbek and Anjar, wine tasting and local guide. 

Please Note 

Your pick up time will be within 30 minutes of the time shown on your voucher; our supplier will contact you at your 

hotel the day prior to the tour to reconfirm the actual pick up time. 

Additional Information 

This tour is operated in air conditioned vehicles. 

On the Conclusion of tour you will be drive back to Hotel, rest of the day is free to spend on your own. 

 

Day 09  

 After Breakfast you are free till Driver comes to pick you, from Hotel Lobby, Please Check out the room before 

driver arrives, Proceed to Airport for departure .  
 

!!!!! End of tour!!!!! 

 

Tour Includes: -         

Visa 

Airport Pick & Drops         

Accommodation in Star Class Hotel      

Daily Breakfast 

City Tour of Istanbul 

Cable Car & Bosphorus Tour 

Full day Bursa Tour       

City Tour of Beirut 

Full day Tour of Jeita, Harrisa and Byblos  

Full day Tour of Aanjar, Ksara & Baalbek 

Transport in Private A/C Vehicle 
 

All the Rates & Confirmations depend on the availability at the time of finalizing bookings. Above detail & Pictures are for 

reference Purpose only; Total Travel Services does not have the ownership nor accepts any liability for any damages.  

*Above Information Collected & Organized by Total Travel Services – www.totaltravels.pk  
 

For more details please Contact:-            

Total Travel Services 
A-2,Plot #14/FL-4, Block # 5, KDA Scheme 24, Near Mr Burger, Main Rashid Minhas Road, Gulshan e Iqbal, Karachi 75300  

(Govt Lic 2760) Ph: (021) 34810188, 34810189, 34834660, 34834720 totaltravels97@yahoo.com  info@totaltravels.pk 
 

www.totaltravels.pk 

 

 

http://www.totaltravels.pk/
mailto:totaltravels97@yahoo.com
mailto:info@totaltravels.pk
http://www.totaltravels.pk/


 

 

Please note that hotels (which mentioned in these tours) are available as of now, but there is No Booking made yet, Price & 

confirmation depends on the availability at the time of booking. Also please note If these hotels not available at the time of 

booking made, you will be offered similar (category & standard) hotels. Prices Are Not Guaranteed until final Payment is made. 

 

Approximately Cost for this Tour 
 

No of Travelers  
Total 
Cost  Accommodation  

Airport 
Transfers    Tours 

                    1 Adult 

To Be 

Advised 

Single Room  
Private Car / Van 

 

Private Van or Sharing 

Vehicle 

                    2 Adults 

To Be 

Advised 

Double Room 

 

Private Car / Van  

 

Private Van or Sharing 

Vehicle 

                    3 Adults 

To Be 

Advised Triple Room (01 Double 

+ 01 Single Bed) 

 

Private Car / Van  

 

Private Van or Sharing 

Vehicle 

                    4 Adults 

To Be 

Advised 

02 Double Rooms   

 

Private Car / Van  

 

Private Van or Sharing 

Vehicle 

02 Adults + 01 Kid  

                      (02 - 10 Yrs Old) 

To Be 

Advised  

Double Room - Child 

Sharing Parent’s Bed 

 

Private Car / Van  

 

 

Private Van or Sharing 

Vehicle 

02 Adults + 01 Kid  

                       (10 - 12 Yrs Old) 

To Be 

Advised  

Triple Room – Child on 

separate Bed 

 

Private Car / Van  

 

 

Private Van or Sharing 

Vehicle 

 

02 Adults + 02 Kids (02 - 08 

Yrs Old) 

To Be 

Advised 

Double Room - Kids 

Sharing Parent’s Bed 

 

Private Car / Van  

 

 

Private Van or Sharing 

Vehicle 

02 Adults + + 02 Kids (08 - 12 

Yrs Old) 

To Be 

Advised 

 

Triple Room – 01 Child 

Sharing Parent’s Bed & 

01 on separate Bed 
Private Car / Van  

 

 

Private Van or Sharing 

Vehicle 

02 Adults + 03 Kids (02 - 10 

Yrs Old) 

To Be 

Advised 

 

Triple Room – 02 Kids 

Sharing Parent’s Bed & 

01 on separate Bed 
Private Car / Van 

 

Private Van or Sharing 

Vehicle 

 

 


